Quantification of the initial phases of rapid brain enlargement in the chick embryo.
Rapid brain enlargement requires a hydraulic mechanism in the chick embryo. Such a mechanism involves a closed, fluid-filled system that generates positive pressure. For the chick embryo this study determined when rapid brain enlargement begins, assessed the relative contributions of cavity expansion and tissue growth to overall brain enlargement, and evaluated mathematical models of overall brain enlargement and expansion and growth of the component parts. Three to five embryos were collected at each Hamburger and Hamilton state (11, 12, 14, 16, and 18) and processed for paraffin serial sectioning. Brain growth was determined over a 24-hr period (stages 11-18) by calculating volumes from area measurements of sections of brains from individual embryos by using a computerized image-analysis system. Statistical analysis indicated that a linear model adequately described cavity expansion, and a linear model was rejected for the description of tissue growth and total brain enlargement. At the onset of brain enlargement, the cavity expands faster than the tissue grows; but after 12 hr the reverse is true. Initially (i.e., at stage 11), the cavity accounts for 60% of the total brain volume and tissue for 40%. At stages 12-16, cavity and tissue contribute 50% each. Finally at stage 18, cavity accounts for 55% and tissue for 45%. In order to better distinguish changes in cavity expansion and tissue growth over the 24-hr period studied, this period was divided into four intervals (I-IV). The rates of both cavity expansion and tissue growth increase between intervals I and II, decrease between intervals II and III, and increase between intervals III and IV.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)